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The question: “what if your life is a game?” was the starting point for an artistic research period and curriculum 
made for the “Young to Young “program at the School of design and innovation of the China Academy of Art in 
Hangzhou.	

 



 
 
The question tries to stimulate, students to investigate their own life through the different elements used in 
games. So how did it begin, what happened on the way, what is there to win and what to lose, what would  
you like it to be in future, what elements are important, what rules are applied and how can it be visualized?  
Students explored aspects of your own life, their history, their dreams, and fascinations, etc. Analyzing their  
own life according to the elements that are used in games. 
 

 



 During the “Playshop”: The game of our lives” students explored different aspects of what a game is and what it 
can be. By examining what kind of aspects are part of a game, how games were historically played and designed 
and what possibilities there are nowadays. 

 

https://v.qq.com/x/page/e0892cp78o5.html 

Another aspect that was explored was the influence of a space on a game. What is the influence of a location on 
developing, designing, presenting and playing a game? 

The students were introduced with several creative (thinking) techniques that were applied in various phases of 
the design process. During the developing process the focus was primarily be on forming original ideas and a 
personal vision 

 The final goal was to develop individual ideas and bring them together into one communal presentation or 
communal game/artwork. Exploring individual interests but also looking for connection, interaction, the 
collective, and expansion of the imaginative powers. 

In the final exhibition titled: “The game of our lives” the explorations of the students from the last four weeks 
can be seen. Themes like: goals, character, the path, interaction, challenges in live, self-awareness, and social 
relationships were individually explored. 



 

Due to their explorations in the first period and the thematically interests they showed in their previous work the 
class was divided into 4 groups with 4 different themes. The first group focused on the theme; “Interaction, 
social relations and team working”. The second group explored the theme: “survival, escaping, competition, and 



the challenges in live”. The third theme was; “self-awareness/ self-recognition” and the last theme was: 
“enjoyment, leisure, and just having fun”. 

  

Each group had to apply their theme to a specific part of the final exhibition space on the second floor of 
classroom 35. 

 

 Each group developed a work for a specific part of the exhibition space with their groups theme in mind. The 
works are turned into one communal presentation. The visitors are invited to get an inside into the student’s 
explorations and explore their own live by participating in their work. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The 4 final projects: 

 

 

 

Lifeline from the source 

Zhang Bin, Xing Chenlu, Chen Xindi, Ying Luo, Yu Qiyang 

This work was implemented on the three walls in the middle of room P35. Starting from a brainstorm about 
“self-cognition”, students reached a conceptual consensus to create a “life trail” - to develop an interactive, 
visual, artwork that grows according to the rules of a game. The title comes from the Daoist work Tao Teh King, 
quote as ‘the growth of all things, though vigorous and complex, will eventually return to the source. To create 
the work cotton thread and black wire nail was used to build a black abstract image. Each black nail on the wall 
represented a life decision. Visitors used the black thread to twine from the first nail to the next, to contribute 
and leave their unique life track. From each visitor’s contribution, the form and shape of these lines and 
gathering spots grew in complexity and emerged as shared life map/diagram/landscape which was created by all 
of the contributors. 



 
 

 



 

 

Game Rules 

This game consists of three walls and many black dots. Each wall represents a certain important stage of our life. 
Every black dot represents one life choice. Players receive a black thread of the same length, twine and connect 
each point according to the life choices they choose. This is a one-way game; all players can only move forward 
without retreat.  

https://v.qq.com/x/page/k0893rupl6b.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stair Diary 

 

Wang Yiqi, Chen Fangyin, Liu Shaolong, Lang Jiahong, Fan Mingyu, 
Shen Feijing 

Do you remember the feeling of writing a diary by hand? Under the current we-media society, 
we live in the logic of short digital communication pattern. Based on this concept, students 
focused on the staircase between the second and third level of the room P35, and turn it into a 
black and white abstract visual space. By walking up the stairs visitors will generate their 
personal diary. Each level has different codes which carry relevant words and characters to 
reflect their emotion and thinking. ‘Your stair diary’ was projected on the wall digitally, and 
visitors could also leave with a printed copy. 

 



 
 
Game Rules 

Players pick sticker and letter code before walking upstairs. Many vocabularies are pasted on the walls which 
match to each step. Each vocabulary represents a concept, which players can pick up to reflect their mind in that 
moment. All codes collected by players will represent a part of themselves, and generate a unique “Stair Diary” 
when they reach the upstairs, while experience this diary digitally on the wall.  



 

 
 

 



 

 

Between Words 

 

Zhang Hanjing, Ruan Liuxuan, Zhong Kaiyue, Li Yanjia, Jiang 
Licheng 

This work uses a pixelated modularization form to generate a ‘character maze’ on the 24 glass windows in 
classroom P35. The bilingual logic of this maze is directly connected to the main theme of our course ‘Playshop: 
The Game of Our Lives’. Visitors started their personal exploration of this journey from any entrance into the 
maze. During their exploration a visitor may luckily find a shortcut or suddenly veer off track. Paths may 
transfer through the wormhole, jump, fly, or return to the original point. All of the chances or setbacks may lead 
someone crossing, deviating, or passing another moving coordinate. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 



 
 

 



Game Rules 

Player participates freely from different entrances into this character maze. From different 
direction, they need to get to each other through a correct route, which probably is a fake one. 
The player may also encounter some chances such as "wormhole", "fly", “jump”, "back to the 
origin" and so on. These instructions of chances may be opportunities, or a setback. When 
player meet each other finally in the maze, the game is completed. 

 

Individual Society 

 

Duan Xiaodie, Qiu Miaozheng, Zhou Tao, Chen Liuyi, Xu Tianhui 

This work was presented on the second level of room P35. Based on the physical nature of the space as an 
endless circle, it uses different patterns, paths, rules and instructions to guide visitors into different games, either 
by themselves or among group. By accomplishing tasks, visitors will need the support from the companions to 
find the life shortcuts, confront loneliness, or express themselves among their community. The structure is like a 
treasure hunting, however, because of the infinite looping system the meaning of ‘treasure hunting’ will be 
gradually eliminated within this endless circle. The real treasure comes from the process, completing tasks, and 
working collaboratively, which is the life experience. 

 



 



 
 

 

 



Game Rules 

The players join in this interface social game by choosing one of the three color routes in triangle shape: yellow, 
gray or black. Plays follow the color route (dashed is the shortcut) and follow the instructions on the white circle 
when they step on it. The white circles are divided into three different sizes, which can hold one to three person. 
Players complete the whole mission when they reach the numbers.  

https://v.qq.com/x/page/o0892vfxlib.html（腾讯链接） 

 

more info:https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/rT61DRhEk_Y_JDhoALRBLg 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/JHVOoo2mdlDXj2UwUbtdmw 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/GCXWTe07x9ikvSutqrMsbw 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/QVYg36yvj-V5PtYHfgiVYQ 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/I-hyEZQWCa-Wyei1ROro7A 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/n6AJ2pHXlcqU7weZekvIGg 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/yy64qhKHMnWUo7IYDdFYjg 

more info: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/CDp9mHU_vqUxRnF8mg7WLQ 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


